Deploy the Federation Adapter Value-Added Module (VAM) to connect SecureAuth IdP with applications that do not support OpenID Connect (OIDC) as shown in Figure 1.

SecureAuth IdP does not talk directly to non-OIDC-compliant applications since IdP uses ID tokens and non-OIDC applications utilize FBA cookies. To circumvent this, the Federation Adapter (OIDC Consumer) serves as the intermediary between these non-OIDC applications and IdP by translating the IdP’s ID tokens into FBA cookies that non-OIDC applications can interpret.

**Pre-requisites**
The hardware and software that must be installed before deploying the Federation Adapter VAM includes:

+ One or more non-OIDC applications
+ IdP appliance with one or more realms

**Figure 1.** Federation Adapter Flow Chart